Rubric: Mini-MUN Delegate Performance
Student Name:_______________________

Resolution

Position
Paper

MUN
Protocol

Oral
Performance

4
Resolution follows appropriate form:
heading, point by point form, begins by
stating multiples aspects of the issue with
appropriate language, and states
recommendations with appropriate
language and factual support.
Paper follows the appropriate form:
heading, states the issue, states the
country's position on the issue and
contributions to solutions, and recommends
steps to be taken by the UN. Uses facts to
justify opinions.
Speaker follows MUN protocol in taking
permission to speak or leave. Speaker
follows all MUN protocol in addressing
members of the committee and assembly.
1. Delegate is able to answer questions
with confidence and consistency with his
country's stated position, references
relevant facts to defend his answer,
delivers position paper or resolution in
committee without filler words, excessive
pauses, or fidgeting. During PP or Res
delivery, projects voice to be heard by all
audience & makes frequent eye contact.
2. Makes at least three valuable voluntary
contributions to debate in committee and/or
the general assembly.

Country:___________________

Committee :__________________________________

3
1. Resolution ignores minor aspects of
appropriate form , but content is consistent
with an MUN resolution, or…
2. Resolution omits supporting facts or
does not cover all aspects of the issue, or…
3. Contains numerous grammatical or
spelling errors.
Paper omits one of the three sections of a
position paper or misarranges the order of
sections. But uses facts to justify opinions.

2
Resolution observes general form but
lacks substance. Does not indicate
understanding of the issue or the country's
foreign and domestic policy, or presents
the resolution from other than the
country's perspective.

1
Something resembling an opinion
statement on the issue and the
country is presented, but it
resembles neither the form nor the
content of a resolution.

1. Paper omits one of the sections and
2. misarranges the order of sections or
omits facts.

Paper omits more than one section
even if facts are cited.

Speaker violates the protocol once.

Speaker violates protocol twice.

Speaker violates protocol three
times.

Delegate omits 2 of the criteria under (1) for
a ranking of 4, and makes only two valuable
contributions.

Delegate omits 3 of the criteria under (1)
for a ranking of 4, and makes only one
valuable contribution during the
conference.

Delegate omits 4 of the criteria
under (1) or makes no contribution
in addition to his presentation of
his resolution or position paper.

Comments: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

